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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel : (852)  3618-7808  9175-1482  6572-0195  (86) 755 2535-3546  Fax : (852) 3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
President of the Legislative Council 
MP Leung Kwan-yuen 
Dear Sir: 

1 Legislative Council Road Central, HK 
Legislative Council Complex

Public Complaints Office
Tel: 3919 3919 Fax: 2521 7518 

complaints@legco.gov.hk
     I, Lin Zhen Man, HKID D188015 (3) , about your LegCo Ref No：CP/C 85/2020   

As seen from the news, the so-called medical experts of HKU’s Yuan Guoyong and Ho, Pak 
Leung who once again blabber to the media about the 66years old woman to be “diagnosis” for a positive 
case of new crown pneumonia on 2020.5.13 morning, and continue to blabber the “Prohibition on 
Group Gathering order” should not relax and need to think over to reprieve the arrange of resume 
classes, and also the whole people must continue wearing masks... 

Today the chaos in HK will continue to be seen from the above, therefore, on yesterday afternoon I 
can only contact by a phone call to your Secretariat of Feng Xi Yu lady, but whom only have in a word 
of about the "isolation order" we already follow up and already inform you…, but today's focal point of 
chaos still more at the “diagnosis” means it yes or no to upside down the medical ethics with to tort?  
And lead to rule by law in HK the base already does not exist in HK the fact perfectly clear in I had a 
letter at www.ycec.com/HK/200330.pdf to Chief Secretary for Administration on March 30, 2020, and this 
letter does not also by the attachment fax to your legislative members? ! 
     Why today's health officials why still willing to kneel those wicked medical monsters of Yuan 
Guoyong, SC Hui with Ho, Pak Leung in front of continue use the “diagnosis” means of upside down 
medical ethics with anti-osseous item continue to fool the people of HK, their sins are as follow:  

1． Currently Department of Health the "nucleic acid" rapid detection methods can only to 
distinguish between the state of life and death of germs or microorganisms (now still 
referred to as a virus) only, the deceased to call was a shade of nature, if still have force the 
survivor to turn call a positive, but it can not differentiate their DNA!  Also on the horizon 
anyway is the ordinary cold or any type influenza include all in air not alike of the same clan 
those virus to unify false call was "Wuhan new crown virus" the infected or "invisible 
patients" must to isolation sure? 
A． Such this “diagnosis” means firstly violate the 《Crimes Ordinance》of Cap. 200 O.71 

“The offence of forgery” with O.73 ＆ O.93，the involve crimes first include college of 
medicine of HKU, CUHK & PolyU this group of so-called Medical specialist;  

B． Such this “diagnosis” means only for the "isolation order" to open up a road but still to 
hide the motive to murder others also to violated《Offences against the Person 
Ordinance》of Cap 212. O.14 , so the Department of Justice Prosecutions Office also 
already to be duty-bound;  

C． And as above the fax received to reading at the same time as all the HK media and 
legislative members who are to clear know the “diagnosis” means to fake but no more to 
question still more further to carry masks after group play on TV to help to fool all citizen 
is also violated the 《Crimes Ordinance》of Cap. 200 O.73 ＆ Aiders and abettors of 
O.93, as soon as to follow the public prosecution program to convict sb., it will can to 
imprisonment for 14 years! 

D． Especially as the media and members still more reasonable for public benefits to appear 
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personally to query the Department of Health and so-called government team of experts, 
such this forgery of “diagnosis” means yes or no to open to infringe upon the human 
rights and must to inform public?  Otherwise, also same to violated Cap.200 O.159A the 
evidence of《The offence of conspiracy》already to establish in here!   

2． Besides, by the nasal cavity or mouth cavity and after to improve on the “Deep Throat” to 
scrape out same equal out of body the germ or virus after withdraw to upside down medical 
ethics by "nucleic acid" detection methods to “diagnosis” in vivo morbidity, this medical 
fraud of HK’s special product already to disaster Global, it never be good at the 
international can pull out two premier of British with Russian also to “diagnosis” that just 
for this medical fraud can to hide its head after not show the tail? 
A． Such to hold at crude everywhere must have the in vitro microorganisms or virus to use 

“diagnosis” that is the most shameless medical scam of this century! 
B． That is "isolated persons" without except must to sign an isolated contract, so same to 

violated the《Misrepresentation Ordinance》of Cap.284 O.2, the separator with all by 
this medical scam to sufferer industry and staff equal can under Cap.284 O.3 with
《Civil Liability (Contribution) Ordinance》of Cap. 377 to claims the damage to the 
Department of Health!  

3． Especially at www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf of "Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" has 
been let your legislative members and the HK media to be known to all, as long as to use just 
for any new or old the crown pneumonia, any influenza and the antipyretic can get away at 
once, and lifelong will not have a cold to fever, and thereafter I also inform to wear masks it 
be bound to harmful to health, but from the TV in before the middle of a month it can be seen, 
that why legislators who instead further collectively to play wear masks?  

A． If the media or parliamentarians who still can feint be a fooled also ought to call or let a 
reporter at the public occasions to face to face ask SC Hui whether the "Lung-Airstreams 
Epidemic Prevention Law" whether effective? .  And ask why such this simple invention 
was not from him, this professor of respiratory medicine?  If who can't deny it, do you 
still need to vaccinate and wear mask and wash your hands frequently?  That SC Hui still 
have what the dog face can continue to trick public in front of the public media? !   

B． And the fact is that such a simple "Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" only is 
really life required of all citizens in HK.  Similarly, as to save the SARS calamity in HK 
& national that my "wash lung" with attach other an invention to point cancer full in force 
and not any negative effect the "freezing" two treatment because equal physiotherapy so 
will constant in millennium, but Yuan Guoyong, SC Hui these medical monsters just want 
to continue conceal only can to steal use for their own friend, especially as the wear 
mask to harmful health also on March 30, 2020 to Chief Secretary for Administration 
the letter still more perfectly clear, but why the Department of health still must to 
squander public money to all the people distribute masks of "CuMask" so low Q to 
regard as the "Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" does not exist?  This is the 
greatest misfortune of HK today!  

C． As also received my fax the Oriental Daily why still will be loss of humanity to publish
『The HK Gov., to resist epidemic already to pull a white flag, so the MP must respond ten 
asks of Oriental』on April 02, 2020, and can to see the Oriental just reverse side to 
publicize as above fraud “diagnosis” means of Century Virus and to menace HK Gov., 
with MP continue run to crooked road, no wonder all MP on the contrary to group wear 
mask to shut up kneel down to play continue to cheat public that must have relation, no 
wonder lately that HK’s freedom of information the index at globe to slump seven place 
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ranked No. 80, still no wonder only to conceal the "wash lung" & "freezing" two big 
treatment that have been slaughtered the HK citizen early already to exceed 300000 that 
critical consequences so far not yet resolved..., now only can to inform all the media host 
with MP of HK must have minimum self humanity dignity, the simple "Lung-Airstreams 
Epidemic Prevention Law" must to pass on all citizen already to be duty-bound, if again to 
be perverse also useless, especially as at www.ycec.com/HK/YellowPeril-hk.htm the bottom 
can to see, that have total 175countries in Beijing, Taiwan & consulate in HK their 
already early to known "Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" from where to 
come, include a child of three age to once teach will be good, and above to upside down 
right and wrong the “diagnosis” rubbish means also at this main page to be badly bruised 
from flogging, then in worldwide the Hundred-Age Exempt Doctor Era already to 
come, and don't again to play the role of assistant of as above the medical demons to 
repent and be saved!  

In particular I must at here, inform any media hosts and HK MP is, above the out of body the germs 
or virus the “diagnosis” test kit of medical demon that already by college of medicine of HKU, CUHK 
& PolyU to dispatch to countries around the world early on January this year, but that do not know the 
fraud fact those countries must be a lot of “diagnosis” cases, if still must to wear masks to quarantine, 
and if the fever again let who to eat antipyretics such as murder, because it is not as SARS so small germs 
it is difficult permanent in lung cavity to propagation so non-wash lung can’t, but ordinary cold the fever 
into lung the germs equal bigger so to permanent in lung to propagation not easy, but then to fly out to 
touch mask it have the chance to re-suck back again into the lung and then not to long encamp to breed 
can’t, because this gregarious characteristics of germs are plenty, especially then to eating antipyretics 
after it will beneficial to extend the lung cavity and will anti-aid fertility of germs substantial increase the 
virus into the blood, therefore, wear masks that not just like as a murder trap!   Such as non-fever 
who, in air the germs to have plenty of if from breathe to come in and go out still a normality, but not to 
wear masks can not it will opposite to lift germs to hive the breed a chance so become a joke of 
epidemic prevention that also the resulting!  

But nowadays, the America and European countries all fall into a trap from above the “diagnosis” 
test kit and why have so many death tolls?   That is to be trapped the evil consequence by this magic 
mask of murder, thus obvious, if anyone media with MP of HK are still not to widely taught the 
"Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" for citizen and contrarily again to set an example of 
wear masks after its murder public of the crime immediately established, my this letter will fax to each 
law firm and it can use as testimony to sue for claims for the sufferers! 

If you have any questions, please call: 86-755-2535-3546 or email to ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk to me! 
This letter will be available to download from www.ycec.com/HK/200515e.pdf  or turn ycec.sg or 

ycec.net later! 
Sincerely! 

 

May 15, 2020                                                 D188015(3)  

                                                            林哲民  
Attachment to:  
LegCo secretariat & 70 members； CE Carrie Lam    Tel: 2878-3300  Fax: 2509-0580 
Teresa Cheng Secretary for Justice    Tel: 3918-4215  Fax: 3918-4119 
Prosecution office                                 Tel: 2867-2300  Fax: 2877-0171 
Commissioner of Police, Complaint Section, Tel: 2860-2001 Fax: 28656546  Tel: 3661-1755 Fax: 22004463 
Chief Secretary for Administration, Integrity Commissioner, The Coroner's Court,  
President of HK’s eleven University..., All member of medium, Bar Association, Law firm..., 
Main Page:  www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm 


